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About me
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■ July 15-19 (Math as a Second Language)
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Looking to the mathematical horizon
“In this unit we discuss ______.”

● What past topics interact with _____?

● What later topics interact with _____?

A visible horizon eases navigation.

● Activate appropriate prior knowledge in Lesson 1.

● What elements are worth emphasizing?

● Parent: “Why are you teaching it this way?  Just do the fast way.”



From Place Value to Polynomials



Place Value and Polynomials
The work done with place-value in primary grades can directly support 
later operations with polynomials.



Numbers in base x
The actions done with polynomials mirror multi-digit numbers.

● Addition
● Subtraction
● Multiplication
● Division
● Factoring

There is no regrouping, and non-whole numbers appear as “digits.”



Addition Comparison



Subtraction Comparison



Multiplication Comparison



Converting Improper Fraction to Mixed Number



The same considerations can be made for fractional values and 
measurements.

Place Value Elsewhere



From Missing Addends to 
Logarithms



Limitations of “take-away”
The “subtraction means take-away” mentality limits students’ 
imagination.

● You can’t “take away” a greater number from a lesser number, but 
you can subtract a greater number from a lesser number.

● “How many more apples does Abby have than Elle?” calls for 
subtraction, but not take-away.

The missing addend mentality for subtraction remains relevant on the 
horizon.

● “13 − 4 = [?]” can be rewritten as “4 + [?] = 13”
● “4 plus what yields 13?”  or “How much more than 4 is 13?”



Missing Terms
● “3 bunnies are joined by some more 

to make a total of 8.  How many 
joined?”

3+[?] = 8, so [?]=8−3
“Unknown Change”

● “Some bunnies are joined by 3 more 
to make a total of 8.  How many at 
first?”

[?]+3 = 8 , so [?]=8−3
“Unknown Start”

● “Kid got $3 each day for some days, 
for a total of $24.  How many days?”

3+3+...+3 = 24, [?] copies of 3
3×[?] = 24, so [?]=24÷3
“Unknown Multiplier”

● “Kid got $[?] each day for 3 days, for a 
total of $24.  How much per day?”

[?]+[?]+[?]=24, 3 copies of [?]
[?]×3 = 24 , so [?]=24÷3
“Unknown Multiplicand”



Missing Terms in Powers
How many times must you 
multiply 3 by itself to yield 243?

3×3×...×3 = 243 [?] copies of 3

3[?]=243, so [?]=log3(243)
Missing exponent

What number multiplied by itself 
3 times yields 125?

[?]×[?]×[?]=125     3 copies of [?]

[?]3=125, so [?]=∛125
Missing base



Algebraic Thinking
The “algebraic thinking” developed in primary grades continues to 
resonate in later grades.

Problem: “19 is 1 more than twice my number.  What is my number?”

1. Assume there is such a number.  Describe that number (with an 
equation).

19 = 1 + 2×[?]. “19 is 1 more than twice [?]”  
2. Manipulate that description to make it more useful.

2×[?] = 19−1 .  “Twice [?] is 1 less than 19.”
2×[?] = 18 .  “Twice [?] is 18.”
[?] = 9.  “The number is 9.”



Consistent Completion
Negatives allow us to treat addition consistently, regardless of relative 
sizes. 

[?]+4=20 is nice, but  [?]+20=4 is not. The “fix” is -16, an unresolved “0 − 16” calculation.

Fractions allow us to treat multiplication consistently, regardless of 
divisibility.

[?]×5=20 is nice, but [?]×5=2 is not. The “fix” is ⅖, an unresolved “2 ÷ 5” calculation.

Radicals allow us to treat powers with unknown base consistently.
[?]3=9 is nice, but [?]3=7 is not. The “fix” is ∛7, an unresolved calculation.

Logarithms allow us to treat powers with unknown exponent 
consistently.

3[?]=9 is nice, but 3[?]=7 is not. The “fix” is log3(7), an unresolved calculation.



From Ratio Tables To Derivatives



Equivalent Fractions
Every pair from a ratio table from fractions equivalent to one another.



Ratio Tables for Division
How many bundles of 21 can be made from 609 popsicle sticks?

Conclusion:
29 bundles can 
be made from 
609 sticks.



Handling Remainders
How many buses are needed for 85 passengers if each bus holds 36?

How many pounds of stone can you buy with $85 if each pound costs 
$36?



Proportional Relationships
Many middle grades problems end up with equations like

Ratio tables and equivalent fractions can provide the floor to build from.

5 =  12 
6    [?]



Unit Conversion
Most unit conversions are proportions (exception: ℉↔℃)

1 mile is 1.6 kilometers
Miles : kilometers :: 1:1.6

How many miles is 15 km?



Function Tables
Ratio tables generalize into function tables.



Derivatives from Function Tables
Start from a square of side length 3.  

How much does adding “a little bit” (Δs) to the side length add to the 
area?

3 +Δs

Conclusion:
The smaller the Δs the more it looks like ΔA = 6×Δs



Okay, now what?



Liu Hui’s mathematical wu
Liu Hui (c. 250 AD China) wrote a commentary on a classic textbook, The 
Nine Chapters of the Mathematical Art.

- As a student he learned the algorithms by rote, as was customary.
- As an adult he revisited the text and described the experience as one 

would describe a religious epiphany, wu.

Elementary mathematics is foundational, and it is worth meditating on 
how those foundations support the remaining architecture.



Final Thoughts
The conceptual understanding developed in middle school 
mathematics and beyond depend on the inefficient ways that make 
sense.  The fast algorithms are quicker, but there are many other virtues 
a method can have.

“Premature optimization is the root of all evil.”  
-- Don Knuth, The Art of Computer Programming



Final Inspiration

Look to the mathematical horizons.
We are all part of the same ecosystem.

Take the time to share.  Take the time to 
listen.


